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During the next two weekends, the College will sponsor
its most ambitious lecture
'seminar series in more than
ten years on the theme of
"Leadership and the Quality of
Life in America: Past, Present

'

;1

'0

Next Friday, five of Amer-

young leaders will speak
at convocation, relating their
work in American corporation and government to the
quality of life in America.
These leaders range from the
and Future."'- - Nationally national director of Bread for
known educators and reprethe World, Barbara Howell, to
sentatives of industry and CBS' exeutive producer, Scott
government will gather in Craig, to top 'economist Alice
Tepper Marlin, and Harold C.
Wooster for these convoca:
Cannon, Deputy Director of
tions.
Distinguished liberal historEducation at Programs for the
National Endowment for the
ian Howard Zinn discussed
his particular perspective on Humanities.
Each will make a 15 minute
history last night, and this
presentation relating to his or
morning at 10:00, Dr. Theoher particular field, that afterdore Lowi of Cornell University will round out the "Past" noon, the speakers, aided by
sector of the seminars with a Wooster professors and stupresentation on past Ameridents, will hold seminars to
can leaders. Dr. Lowi will further develop the relationm&t with students after his ship between their fields of
work and the greater quality of
speech. :
ica's

.

discussion of the quality, of
life in 1976 America will begin
Thursday, - September 30 at
8:00 p.m. with a multi-medpresentation on "How is the
Process of Education Influencing Leadership and the
Quality of Life in the United
States?" A respected authority on American education,
Dr. Jack .Frymier of Ohio
State, will coordinate this
presentation.

ter professors M etcher Fobes
and Raymond McCall, in addition to Newsday news editor
James Toedtman.
Speeches and Seminars will
continue Saturday, October 2
from the perspectives of
ness and Industry, Urban Life,
Religion and Etnics, and
Citizens and Their Government. All seminar leaders will
speak at 8 p.m. Friday

.

Green

Cleveland attorney John
Bustamonte, wilt discuss

College of Wooster"s symposium on leadership in America
Sept. 24 at 10 a.m. in McGaw
Chapel.
His topic is "Past Leaders
in Our Country and Their
Impact on the Quality of Life

America."
A native of Gadsden, Ala.,
Lowi graduated from Michigan State University in 1954.
He earned his master's degree
and doctorate at Yale University. He also holds an honorary Doctor of Humanities
degree from Oakland University.
Dr. Lowi was a research
associate with' the Russell
Sage Foundation Project on
New York City before joining
the faculty at Cornell in 1959.
He was a member of the
political science faculty at the
University of Chicago for
in

-

(APSA) in 1962.
Lowi is a member of the
executive councils of the
APSA and the Yale Graduate
Association. He is also on the
advisory committee of the
Woodrow Wilson Center for

Scholars and a consultant to

Doston University.
A prolific writer, Dr. Lowi
has written nine books and 44
articles for scholarly publications. He lectures regularly
throughout the United States
and Europe.
Dr. Lowi's presentation is
the last dealing with the past.
Sessions the next two weeks
will focus on the present

situation and the future.
The lecture is open to the
public without charge.

Citizens and their Government, will be led by Ohio
District Judge David Dowd,
assisted by Professors Brad-le- e
Karan and Helen Osgood,
trustee Roland Del Mar and
League of Women Voters officer Katherine Christopherson.
The following Thursday, Dr.
n
Robert Heilbroer,
author and educator, will present his views of the future of
Leadership in America, concluding the seminar. All
speakers will be available for
individual conversation
well-know-

Glenn

Bucher and Nancy Lukens,

trustee Dean Hopkins, and
Timothy Warner, President of

Fort Wayne Bible College. The
final seminar, focusing on

Econ Has Now Profs
cation.

center around business economics.
The other new member to
the Economics Department is

This year there are two new
members in the Economics

Corporation

Department.
The first is James Heisler
who comes to us as an
assistant professor. He has

Lawrence

occupied this position at both
Nebraska Wesleyan University

and Shippensburg

.

State

College. Mr. Heisler received
his Master of Arts degree in
Political Economy from New
York State University at Albany, he has also completed
his Ph.D. from the University-oNebraska. His courses

Rupley.

.

Soup sippers unite. Bread
for the world is back again and
ready for action.
Last winter and spring quarters approximately one third
of the Wooster student body
dined on bread and soup one

night a week on a program
called (what else?) the Soup
and Bread Supper. The money
that was saved by the weekly
reduction in food consumpa,
tion was donated to
a relief organization
prowhich sponsors self-hel- p
jects in underdeveloped countries. Last year we sent Oxfam
$5,000.00! Oxfam used this
money to begin two new
Oxfam-Americ-

projects: an agricultural education program for the women
of Jamlpur, Bangladesh and
one to substidize the construction of fishing boats in
Tanzania. In our contribution
we at Wooster responded to
the need of hungry people by
being a little hungry ourselves
one night a week.
The Soup and Bread Supper
program will pick up this
quarter where it left off. If you
would like to participate, sign
up to eat bread and soup every
Wednesday nig"ht at Kittredge.

-

six

DrT

Rupley graduated from

Manchester College. He has
received bth his Bachelor of
Arts degree and his Master's
f

Drushal Recovering

Surgery Successful
J. Garber Drushal,

.

presi-

dent the college, is recovering well, following open heart
surgery at the Cleveland Clinic
of

Ourcumlative small sacrifices
can make a big difference.
This program is sponsored
by the Wooster campus Hun- -,
ger Action Group (a reevaluated, redirected Bread for the

World). If you would like more
information about this program or subsequent group

activities

For

years Dr. Rupley has been a
lecturer at Ahmadu Bello University in Zarla, Nigeria. ' '

September 9.

Lowi On America
and Social Science Research
Fellowship. He also received
the J.'Kimbrough Owen
Award of the American Political Science Association

of professors

SipSoup, Fight Hunger

McGavif To Hear

seven years before returning
to Cornell in 1972.
He has held a Ford Fellowship, Guggenheim Fellowship

Giant

workers District Director Harry
Mayfield. Louisville physician
C. Milton Young III, honored
for his contributions to control of air pollution and drug
abuse, will discuss Urban Life

Social and Economic Priorities. Mr. and Mrs. Howell,
along with professors Gordon
Shull and Pablo Valencia,
College trustee Carolyn Dix
and State Department officer,
william Miner, will evaluate
the quality of World

-

Wooster College News Services Theodore J. Lowi, John
L. Senior Professor of American Institutions at Cornell
University, will deliver the
second major address in the

aid

President will lead a Saturday
morning seminar on aspects
of Business and Industry,
assisted by" Wooster professors Gordon Collins and Hans
'Jahny,' Tr trustee. Timothy
Smucker and United Steel'

--

--

..

Involvement,

-

Ms. Marlin, aided by
Wooster professors George
Galster and William Baird and
.

Personal

L. Myers, and Richard Poetnig
of New York's Union Theological Seminary.
Religion and Etnics will be
examined by Norman Fara- -.
melli, Director of the Boston
Industrial mission, with the

in-Convo-

-

ia

and

assisted by Wooster professor
James e. Bean, trustee Robert

munications will be discussed

American life.

-

The Humanities will be
covered by Mr. Cannon, with
the assistance of Lilly Endowment officer Laura Bomholdt,
professor Vivian Holliday,
trustee John J. Compton and
an associate dean of Oberlin's
Conservatory of Music. Comby mr. Craig, aided by Woos-

.

' Next weekend, an intensive

10

N umber

Sponsor Leadership Forum

--

.

mtz
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BY THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

please

contact

Lucille Teichert 2899 or Holly
Walter 2994. Sign up ends
today, so register today at
lunch or dinner.

Mrs. Drushal, contacted. at
her home, said the president
is "looking better now than he
has looked since early last
spring." As a further sign of
continued recovery, Mrs.
Drushal noted on her Monday
visit that the president concentrated more on the evening's football game than he
did on her.
Dr. Drushal is expected to
return home shortly for to
continue his recuperation.

Want to know what these men

are thinking?

"

See our next issue.
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Lexers to' Slhi EdBtor

Registration Essential

Open the Library Doors!

Stories of governmental corruption and congressional sex
scandals have found their way to the front pages of our morning
newspapers all too often this past summer. As a result people
their .confidence in
have been forced once again to
the American political system. What can a concerned citizen do
to criticize what goes on inside our government? The answer is
simple. He must exercise his right, his obligation to vote.
We should not just sit back and let the future of the nation
take its course, but help plan its course. Th6ugh the November
elections are still many weeks away, time is running out for
those who have not yet registered to vote.
If you have not registered, the place to go is the Wayne
County Board of Elections, located in downtown Wooster at the
southeast corner of Public Square. The Board of Elections is
open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
October 4th will be the last day one may register if he hopes to
cast his ballot in November. On that day, for those who have
still neglected to register, the Board of Elections office will
remain open until 9 p.m.
Voting is the most direct influence the average person has on
the way his government acts. It is easy to complain about the
condition of American politics. What separates the truly
concerned citizen from other dissatisfied people is his
willingness to vote his willingness to take part in the political
system he wishes to improve.
re-evalu-

Dear Editor,
Years ago. the College of

ate

Wooster Trustees

and the

administration decided to
drop compulsory chapel
attendance. This action allow-

ed students the free choice to
attend or not to attend chapel
and convocation. The extra
study time was welcomed by
some and the additional free
time was welcomed by many.
However, it seems as though
this policy is being reversed

somewhat.

.

class.

ritualize it!
Thank you,
Scott Deninam

Avoid the Spring Rush
(Attack Hell Week in the Fall)
Dear Editor,
i hope you don't mind my
plagiarism, but as you will
see, it was done with the view
of Most Fully Informing the
people to whom this letter is
addressed: the Class of 1980.
Dear Students, Class of 1980,
It has often been said that
no issue, no matter how vital,
can survive in the full attention of the American press
and public for more than one
month. That aphorism has
been well born out in my
-

"

America's Bicentennial celebration has brought us everything from colorful fireworks displays and parades to red,
white, and blue automobiles and "Freedom Trains." Until now,
what seemed to be missing was any extensive attempt to
appraise the progress, of our country over the past 200 years
and, along with the appraisal, any attempt to project our quality

as it will be in the future.
answer to this challenge, the College of Wooster will
present a Bicentennial symposium entitled "Leadership and the
Quality of Life in America." The symposium will deal with the
importance of honest,. fair leadership and how it has or has not
been reflected in the condition of the country.
Speakers during the program will include such well known
figures as Scott Craig, Executive Producer for CBS, who will
give his ideas on "What roles do the mass media play as tools
of leaders?" Dr. Robert L. Heilbroner, Chairman of The
Graduate Faculty at the New School for Social Research and
author of An Inquiry into the Human Prospect, will complete
the program on October 7th with an exploration into
Leadership and the Future of America."
In a time where confidence in our leadership is at.a lowpoint
(a recent poll shows that we trust politicians about as much an
used car salesmen), such a leadership conference is welcome
Students and faculty will be exposed to a variety of speakers-ea- ch
an expert in his field of business or study and each with a
unique frame of reference to add to the series of seminars.
Though the Bicentennial year is drawing to a close, there is
always room for programs that analyze where America has
been, where it is now. and where it will b' in years to come. The
VOICE wishes to compliment the college administration for
planning the symposium, and urges everyone to attend as
many lectures and seminars as possible.
of life
In

three-yea-

at

experience

r

C.O.W. The issue here is that
of Hell Week, the initiation
period for campus sections
and girls' clubs which takes
place every spring quarter.
Each year, while these
clubs lure the freshman class
with beer and parties, the rest
of the campus sits idly by.
Then, when the Hell Week tide
rises and breaks loose, all one
hears (when one CAN hear,
over the din of screaming
curses and foul language and
the moronic yells of sexist

and

pro-Groupthi-

nk

decisions of the Council."
was "approved by the College
faculty by a vote of 66-- 8.
It is unfortunate that the
elimination of Hell Week is
not within the faculty's legislative jurisdiction. At least
this time, the resolution is not
"passed and forgotten.
Well, freshman class, you
now have two yiews to consider, mine and that of your
professors. Now i'd like to
quote from the April 2. 1976
Voice 'Open Forum' collection
reactions of
of "verbation
random samples of actives
(that is, members of sections
and clubs), pledges (those
who were not at that time
members), and
independents to the
Week - What does
it Accomplish?" I admit my
full-fledg-

ed

ques-tion":"H-

slogans)

danatrr Hoir?

des-tructiven- ess

that occurrs.
Each year, we hear of
Council guidelines
which have been ignored. We
hear the reports of Hygeia
nurses who must care of the
injured pledges for example:
one pledge was forced to do
so many pushups that he
could not raise his arms even
to feed himself). Each year we
are told that any pledge can
freely drop out of Hell Week or
refuse any order he or she
judges as unreasonable (?).
But in reality, how easy is it to
leave when a group of people
you thought were your friends
is yelling insanely and urging
you to stick with them, in
spite of your own free well?
Ask anyone who dropped out:
it s Hell.
In the Friday. May 7, 1976
Wooster VOICE, it was stated
that a resolution reading. "The
concept of Hell . Week is
contrary to educational ideals
of the College and that the
faculty asks its
tiv;s on Campus Council to
express this : viewpoint in
pertinent discussion and
Inter-Secti-

.

ell

selection is biased. Among
the quotes i omitted,, the most
frequently voiced defence was
that Hell Week helps build
new friendships. Boy now
most of you are well on the
way to developing friendships
which will last for years, even
beyond graduation four years
from now. I ask; Did you have
to degrade yourself or others;
did you have to suspen'd your
abilities of independent decision - making,. to make these
new friends? Answer that for
yourself, and then' consider
the following statements.
"Hell Week is responsible
for a lot of emotional pressure
to sacrifice your own goals for
those of the club. You should
be able to start with yourself
and then reach out, but when i
brought that up in a meeting,

continued on page 5

is moral outrage and disgust
at the degradation and

-

the better - or why not Wooster?

prepare

publication data. Letters
should ba typed whan
possible and must ba signed.

the
Today (Wednesday),
first convocation day of the
new year, I elected instead to

Leadership
Forum Timely

A change for

To me. the action of closing
the library seems counter
productive. Thbse who didn't
frustrawish to attend convocation
locked,
could simply walk over to
library
Lowery Center or any of the
I was further penalized
doors.
classroom buildings. It's too
by the fact that my books were
bad that those of us wishing
in Andrews library and f
to
research or study must stop
to
retrieve
allowed
even
wasn't
we are doing due to the
what
them.
observation of a ceremony we
didn't' wish to attend anyway.
'
Personally. I came to school
L attars to the editor should
be submitted to tha VOICE
"this
year to study, not to
as aarly a possible before

go to the library and
myself for my next
However, much to my
tion, I was met with
barred, and sealed

on
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Wooster Welcomes
English Dept Profs
The College of Wooster welcomed many new members to

both the faculty and the administration staff, in its opening convocation on .the
fifteenth of September. Due to
the. large number, we have
divided the teachers into
separate groups according to
the respective subjects.
The English department has
the largest number of new'
additions this year.
George Bruce is a visiting
professor from Scotland. He
received his' Master's degree

French. She received her' Master's and Ph.D. in French at
the University of Chicago. Her
interests are in 20th century
novel, 17th century theatre

.

from Aberdeen University. His
courses will deal in part with
an interpretation of Christian
ethic where English, Literature, and Language are con-

cerned.
;

Dennis

Covington

is

an

and symbolist poetry.
Joanne Frye is an assistant
professor of English. She
completed her Ph.D. at Indiana University where she also
taught Introduction to Literature, 20th century American
Fiction and Freshman Composition.
.

Donna. Luks is an instructor in Education. She received
her Master's degree from
Michigan - State University.
She has taught writing, study
skills and reading to college
freshman while at Michigan

State.

And Mark B. Zaitchik is a
visiting assistant professor of
English. He received his Master's from the University of
Connecticut, where he will
complete his Ph.D. this summer. He'has been doing some
lecturing at the University and
was also an instructor there
and at Lowell University.

instructor of English, who has
come to Wooster, to head the
new Learning Center. He received his Master of Fine Arts
in Creative Writing from the
University of Iowa. He was an
instructor of Freshman English at Miles College.
Carolyn Durham is a visiting
professor of both English and

KIEF PER HOUSE RECYCLED FOR 1976
For those people who are
new,
people who
may have forgotten, and for
those people who never knew,
there exists on this college
campus a program house concerning itself, with environmental problems. This house
for-thos-

e

which houses nine male
students is known as the
Kieffer. Environmental House.

The program was intiated last
year with the intent to bring
about awareness to the
lege community, those per- tinent environmental issues
which loom larger and larger
in this every growing world.
The program last year consisted of a resource center for
current environmental information (magazines, books,
and pamphlets), open forums
on environmental issues, a
recycling program for news- papers and clear glass, and a
process for the
members of the house, not
only in environmental matters,
but in contrasting lifestyles,
too.
As this year enters the
depths of the fall term it is
now the time to make known
,

.

to the rest of ' the college
community what the program
will consist of this year. The
structure will be very similar
to that of last year with
improvements to be made
after a year's experience. First
of all, the program will begin
with a continuation of the
recycling program. For it to be
worthwhile the contribution of
the rest of the college conv
munity will be necessary.
Clear glass and newspapers
are the only two waste materials which the recycling program will include at this time.
In the future the program may

include different colored

.

self-educati- on

.

glass. However, considering
that the amount of energy
necessary to melt down used
glass into viable glass is
much greater than the energy
. used to clean returnable bottles for further use, everyone
is urged to buy beverages in
returnable bottles.
Another function of the
environmental program is
stressing the importance of
lifestyles. It should be noted
that our own personal lifestyles can make a difference
as to how much waste accum- -

Colloquium Makes Way For Fresh New Studies
The need to develop a creative and a disciplined mind
and to acquaint freshman with
the tools they will need here at

topics they were interested in.
.topics were offered.
Emphasis on Learning

Tests were aiso given tu
judge all freshmans' reading
and writing skill, the Dowa

one of those you were assign-- ,
ed.
The major difference between Freshman Studies and

Topics ranged from Higher
Education in America to Sport
in America Culture to People
at War to Utopian Communities. Each of these topics have

freshman orientation. These
helped survey 'the classes'
abilities and their placement
into the Learning Center.
The Freshman Studies program is of the same format as
the Freshman Colloquium,
but more emphasis is placed
on writing. The grading is also
different.
Freshman Collo-- .
queim was graded on the snc
system. Freshman studies
will be graded on the tradi-

where the emphasis is placed.

Thirty-nin- e

Wooster are some of goals of
the Freshman Studies program.

Replaces Colloquium
This program replaces the
freshman colloquium program
of the last few years. Freshman Studies concentrates on
teaching freshman to be receptive to ideas, critical of
ideas, and to be able to communicate ideas.
All freshman were mailed a

around 0 students.
Emphasis will be placed on
learning and using the skills
of reading and writing. Each
professor has selected his
own books.. However, some
books in the Studies programs are similar. Writing is
also stressed. Essays and a
page turnpage is a requirement of all groups.
15-2-

.

Freshman Studies booklet

8-- 10

from which they chose 5 or 6

New Colleagues

For Administration
The College is proud to
admit nine new members to
its administration staff. Fritz
Raab will be the new Coordinator of Intramural Athletics.
In the area of Foreign Lan-

The library is fortunate to
have working there this year
Assistant Librarians: Ellen
Keeverand Elizabeth Hemker.

.

,

guage Studies; Catherine

Duras is our new French Language Assistant, Use Vogel is
our new German Language
assistant and Beatriz Salcedo
Gomez is our new Spanish
Language assistant.

--

We would also like to
welcome Cynthia Tuttle as our
new Associate Dean of Students, Thomas Maxwell as our
new Assistant Director of
Financial Aid and Gregory
Bryant as our new Assistant
Director of Admissions.

Silent Reading Test and written essay were given during

"

tional ABCD and NC.

Freshman Colloqueim

is

Colloqueim was designed
with an emphasis on getting
to know the Wooster College
community.

Activity
Fair
A

ulates. Everyday activities
such as eating, bathing, and
studying

are

overdone

In

terms of the amount of waste
that is incured. If everyone
observe their daily
habits carefully, the cost
of living would be reduced.
would

When one considers
of waste a person
the-amou-

piles up in one . day and
multiplies that by billions, the
numbers become astronomical. Did you know that one
American uses up as much

natural

resources as do

natives of India?
Through the impact of our
program and the work done in
conjunction, with other organizations on campus, such as
the Sierra Club, the Kieffer
Environmental Houses hopes
to make an Impression of the
problems that this country
faces when dealing with mass
waste, overpopulation, energy
twenty-fiv- e

shortages, pollution, and
other problems that .have become global in scope. Everyone's cooperation is necessary for these problems to be

overcome. Do not take the attitude that one person can
make little impact. It must be
the effort of the individual to
overcome the seemingly overwhelming odds. With your
help something can be accomplished.
Anybne who may want to
inquire further into the Kieffer
House program should feel
free to drop by anytime or call
the house at extension 218.
More involvement within. the
college community will be
greatly appreciated. Thank
you.
THE

ID)

'

I

LITTLE

DIAMOND

campus wide Activities

Fair will be held Wednesday. fromV 7 p.m. in the
Lowry Center main lounge. All
activity groups on campus,
including those listed in the
S.G.A.'s "Student Groups"
booklet distributed last week,
will be on hand providing
information about themselves
and their purposes: If you
would like to reserve a table
for your activity, contact Jan
Donley in the Lowry Center
Board office as soon as
4--

Movies Included
Another difference is that

freshman colloqueim

stu-

dents had weekly movies that
related to the books they were
studying. Some colloqueim
classes were required tcana-liz- e
the movies and write
essays concerning symbolism
and style.
The Colloqueim offered
only six choices of topics and
if you weren't able to get into

TV

I

possible.

r Little diamond
Welcome Back
from
Mollie Miller's

to!

Fashions to please
123 E. Liberty

n

in soomsticaiea
karat gold settings
all
first diamond
occasion gift friendship ring engagement
or just
ring why not
for fun

jewelj&ox
Diamond Stor
IVoottsr, OH 44691
120 E. Liberty St.

264-850-

4
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Need Advice?
Ask Babs :

Dracula To Attack Wooster Campus
as
and Kevin Shanabrook
van Helsing. '
The play is a special feature
Dr.

Homecoming

for

vampire.

Weekend.

7th, 8th and 9th at 8:15 PM
and a 3:00 PM matinee on the
10th. Admission is $2.50 for
adults and $2.00 for students
and Senior Citizens.
The plot of the story entails
poor Mina suffering from an
unknown ailment Dr. van Helsing is called in to aid Dr.
Seward in his observation and

as Dracula,
as Syble Seward, Artie
Kropp as Hennessey, Douglass Slobodian as Dr. Seward,
Dan Treadwell as Renfield,
Mike Lauber as Wesley,

Marx

The play

revolves

around Dr. van Helsing's, Dr.
Seward's and Jonathan Harked (Mina's fiance) plot to
overcome the power of Count

Performances are October

Vickl

Coughlin

diagnosis of her case. Van
Helsing has a great comprehension of Vampirism and
diagnoses Mina's ailment as
the reaction to a bite from a

Chuck Snyder as Jonathan
Harker, Liz Schupe as Mina

MDracuIa"'threatens to invade the state of Ohio. No one
will be safe. It is rumored that
Wooster campus holds a
special interest for him, namely the tantalizing mind. David
Fennema, a newcomer to
C.O.W. is directing the play
which has been rehearsing for
three weeks.
The cast list includes Oavld

Dracula.
The play attempts to present a modern version of
Dracula while maintaining a
semblance to the original
Brom Stoker novel.
The audience can expect to

BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS DEALER - Sell Brand.

"The Flies" Light Up

Name Stereo Components at
lowest prices. High profits;

Wooster Campus
"The Flies" a play written
originally in French by Jean
Paul Sartre is being directed
by Annetta Jefferson. This
will be a very challenging play
as the cast is a very large one
to work with; the total cast
includes 26 persons.
The major characters are
Zeus, the god of death and.

flies, played by Richard

Orestes, the young
hero, is played by Chris Henley; Electra, the princess who
suffers as a servent, is played
by Mary Beidler; Eqistheus,
king of Argos through murderFigge;

ing king Egomenon; Clytem-nestr- a,
queen of Argos, married to the late Agamemnon'
and now to Aegistheus and
mother of Orestes and Electra
played by Debbie Saunder;
and the First Fury played by
Becky Boyer.

.

be thrilled by the technical
and , magical feats: Dracula
will change into a bat before
your eyes and change from
the bat, back into Dracula!
People disappear and it is not
a trick of lighting! Bats swoop
over head and chairs move by
themselves. "Dracula" is a
mastery of suspence, filled
with illusion, horror and
humor. As David Fennema put
it: "It has an . element of
comedy, but is to be played
basically as a thriller. We
hope to hear a few screams
from the audience."

NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED.
For details, contact: FAD

conflicts one encounters on
the road to freedom. The
major point of philosophy that
Sartre is trying to bring across
is that man creates gods out
of his fear and that by overcoming our fears man becomes free.
It is a very difficult play to
produce as the language used
is classic and everything is
very stylized. It is also difficult present and retain the
philosophy which Sartre intended. The College of Woos-- .
ter is fortunate to have the
opportunity to see in action
some of Sartre's philosophy.
Annetta Jefferson said that
"The Flies" I is "the most
difficult play I've ever done,
but I've had great encouragement in doing it."

"The Flies" is a Greek story
set in Argos near Corinth.
When the play opens Agamemnon has been dead for
fifteen years. Orestes was
brought up in Corinth, safe
from his father's enemies.
Elektra was reduced to the

least servants status upon her
father's overthrow and now
cherishes the day when her
mother and stepfather are
dead. King Egistheus is a
weak and fearful man who is
tired of living. The town of
Argos grovels in repentence-an- d
is plagued by flies.
Orestes eventually avenges
the death of his father and

takes the towns repentence
upon his shoulders leaving
them free.
It is the story of the growth
of the character Orestes into a
free man, revolving upon the

$200.00 weekly stuffing envel-

opes already stamped and
.

addressed. Free supplies.

Send Self Addressed, Stamped envelope to: Diversified,
1206 Camden Drive, Richmond, Virginia 23229

Components, Inc. 20 Passaic
Ave., Fairfield, New, Jersey
07006 llene Orlowsky

Friday, September 24
8:30 - 1 :00

Mary needed advice, but
was embarassed to seek help.
Due to her fear of even one
person knowing what her
problem was, Mary remained
silent and suffered. There's a
bit of Mary in each of us, not
wanting to confide in anyone.
To aid students with academic, social and personal problems, the voice will be running
an advice column.
Wooster's clinical psychologist, Mrs. Gordon Shull, will
be one of many people consulted for help. "Most people
don't realize that others have
problems similar to theirs,
and feel better knowing
they're not alone," says Mrs.
Shull, who helps over
students each year.
If you need advice, but do
not want your name known,
send your letters to Dear
Babs, Box 2395. All names
will be kept confidential.
--

-o-

ne-hundred

,

Record Hop in the cage,

Saturday, September 25 Cage - Band "Wild &
Peaceful" 9 -- i:oo . Sunday, September 26 - Sailing Club Picnic at
Charles Mills Lake. Time is 11:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. Sign up at Lowry front desk Sep50 cents cost.
tember 20-2Wednesday, September 29 - Activities Fair -3,

Lowry Lobby

Amish Photograph Exhibit In Lowry Canter - runs
until October 2.
October 2 & 3 - Mohican Bike Trip - $1 .50 - Sign
up at Lowry front desk by September 24
at 3:00.
Movies Friday, September 24 - "One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich" - 7 & 9:30.
Saturday, September 25 - "Enter the Dragon" 7 & 9:30.

Grace's Wine

Shoppe

Unique items in
a unique store!

248 W. North Street
262-586-

Flair Travel
Consultants

Wooster

Mini Mall
201 E. Liberty

6

346 E.BOWMAN ST.
WELCOME BACK!
ForYour

We've got stacks of snacks

mmm ammb
fiiiiiffijTjni&mis

iffliflFEflBS

ujii

nm

and gifts galore:

Campus - For ALL

LM)
i-root-

:

untri(iiiiim

IBs

Convenience
Just off the College

0

to mm

m

Your Travel Inquiries

r

and Needs

Need a special birthday present?
Have your walls got the blahs?
Does your tummy yearn for a
gourmet delight?

Don't forget to
make your
Thanksgiving
reservations early

VISIT US SOON!

CALL

.

-

264-650-

5

,
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New Prolfs tio Enrich Wooster Experience
There are three new additions to the physical education department this year.
Bryan Bateman received his
Master of Science degree from

Indiana University. He served
in the United States Navy for
two years. At the United
States Naval Academy he was

--

a physical education instructor and a coach in the aquatics division. He's taught
classes in survival swimming,
life saving and beginning and
advanced swimming. During
his graduate work, his emphasis concentrated on Exercise Physiology and Kinesio-

logy.
Arthur Marangi comes to
Wooster after receiving his
Master of Science degree from
Hofstra. While at Wooster, he
will be coaching lacrosse,
helping coach the .football
team, and many other teaching duties. He has had seven
of teaching and coaching ex-

--

biology.

Julia Belan Zimmerman is
completing her Ph.D. at Kent
State University. This year,
she will be an assistant professor of Chemistry. She has
had teaching experience at
both Northern Illinois University and Kent State University.

perience.

Kathleen Moore will be an

she taught at both elementary

and high school levels and
also at the College of Notre
Dame in Maryland.
Miss Moore received her
Master's degree from Michigan State University where
she taught ice skating and
coached both tennis and field
hockey. She is presently working on her Ed. D at the
University of Northern Colorado.
While at Wooster, Miss
Moore will coach field hockey

(Continued from Page 2)

one of the girls asked me,
"Isn't the club worth not being
yourself for?"
-- a sophomore
Being at college, we
shouldn't need the bull that
sections represent. We should
be trying new ways of creating
brotherhood, ways that don't
involve - violence and male
chauvinist teachings. Hell
Week is sheer degradation...
Afterwards, the members feel
superior to independents, because they've been taught that
they are "Men" to have made it
through the week. ..Thinking
people should be able to
transcend those fallacies."
- a sophomore independent
Although i personally would
like to see an end to the
club-dropo- ut

.

.

--

and lacrosse in addition to
numerous teaching dyfTes.
There are three new addi

V"

The following group of new' assistant at the University of
Wisconsin, he was also an
teachers have been categorized under the division of instructor in Theatre and
Drama there. He spent some
Humanities.
Mary Breckenridge is an
time at Indiana University,
instructor in Art. She received teaching acting and oral interher Master's degree from the pretation.
Kenneth Goings will be an
University of Pennsylvania
professor of Hison
her
working
assistant
is
and she
Ph.D. thesis at the University tory. He completed his MasShe has ter's at Princeton University
of Pennsylvania.
taught at the University of and is planning to complete
his Ph.D. there, this summer.
Pennsylvania, St. Olaf College
respecHis interests include AmeriCollege
Carleton
and
can history from 1875 to the
tively. .
Latin American
David Byrne comes to the present,
college as an assistant pro- colonial .history and colonial
fessor of Psychology. He witt American history.
Robert Hetherington is rebe completing his Ph.D. in
turning to Wooster as an
Social Psychology at the
versity of Connecticut, this instructor of Speech, (he was
a Phi Beta Kappa graduate in
summer.
1974). He received his MasDavid Fennema is an inreHe
ter's from Northwestern where
Speech.
in
structor
ceived his Master's from the he is also working on his
University of Wisconsin and Ph.D. His courses at Wooster
is finishing his Ph.D. at the will deal in Filming: both its
history and its criticisms.
University of Indiana. In addiSteven Johnson is an assis- tion to working as a technical

Hell Week Dispute Continued

in physi-

cal education here at Wooster.
She comes to us from Kansas
State College where she was
also an assistant professor.
Before her teaching experience at Kansas State College,

,

We

w

might
drive you
to drink

-V
--

assistant professor

tions to the Science Department. Donald T. Jacobs is a visiting assistant professor of
Physics. He received his Master's at the University of South
Florida and he will be completing his Ph.D. at the
versity of Colorado this summer. He will be teaching
courses in mathematics and
in physics.
John Riebesell is a visiting
professor of Biology. He received his Master's from New
York State University, at
Albany, and he completed his
Ph.D. at the University of
Chicago. He is interested in
both ecology and population

fraternities and girls' clubs, i
am sure that they will continue; they do seem to fulfill
the needs of their members.
But Hell Week affects the
lives of All of us. It infringes
on our rights to study and
sleep in relative peace, and it
is degrading and destrictive to
our friends and classmates.
There CAN be alternatives to
Hell Week, alternatives which
can build community spirit,
without downgrading individual integrity, alternatives
which can be constructive
instead of destructive, which
can improve the quality of life
and environment here on this
beautiful campus. Freshmen:
You are the ones who will be
urged to join sections and
clubs. Together with
you can make the
change.'
There is absolutely no justification for a violent and
degrading Hell Week. There 1s
not justification for the intimidation of individuals and induced herd - mindlessness.

discussion.

Lawrence P. Ackerman

Indiana University where he
plans to finish his Ph.D. He
has taught beginning Spanish
and was a visiting instructor
at Valparaiso University. He is
interested in Latin American
Civilization and in Spanish
American literature.

Braj. Mehan Prasad Sinha is
an assistant professor of Religion. He received both his
Bachelor's and his Master's
degrees in Indian Philosophy
and Religion and Hindu law
from Bihar University. He

completed

his

Ph.D.

at

McMaster University in Canada. While at Wooster he will
be teaching courses which
deal with the History of Religion. His previous experience
in teaching was at Vikramshila
College of Bhagalpur University and at Patna University in
India.

Hygeia Plans
Guaranteed Diet

you're panicking at the
signs of that dread
Kenarden
'disease known as Freshmen-Terelax. Hygeia Health
Service provides a cureevery
Monday from 5 P.M. starting September 27. Through a
combined and somewhat revised system of the Weight-watcheThe group that makes weekand the Conway proly visits to the Wayne County
grams,
Hygeia
has devised a
Jair is in need of interested
persons to participate. We guaranteed weight loss diet.
The Hygeia program deleave at 7:15 p.m. on Tuesday
evenings from Lowry Center pends on' weekly meeting..
minutes of talking, Each meeting is divided into
for 0
caring, singing, praying -- three important parts. First,
whatever feels right that visit. each dieter is privately weighed and hisher progress reThe guys there really appreccorded. Then the entire group
iate it, and we do, too.
gathers for a lively pep sesIf you are interested or just
want to know more, please sion full of applause for each
contact Maureen Hylton, ext. pound lost. Finally, the
359 or. Wendy Newton, ext. ' nurses review Food Service's
menu for the upcoming week,
226. Thanksl
along with instructions on
which foods the dieters may
or may not eat.
Dieting is hard work, but it's
T-- S
a little easier and a tot more
fun when done in a group. So
gives'you more
Our line of rock
if your winter wardrobe is
suddenly two sizes too small,
than 100 different popular designs from
remember Hygeia can help!
which to select. High quality shirts at

Class of 1977
A-4--

If

first

A

n,

Going to Jail
Can Be Fun

4--

rs

30-4-

upper-classme- n,

hi rts

Printed

t-sh-

HERO HOUSE

Community spirit cannot be
forced. We are intelligent
human beings, not cattle.
I welcome face - to - face

tant professor In Spanish. He
completed his Master's at

irts

very good prices.

FREE SMALL DRINK
of your choice with every purchase of
mushhero. Try our cheese-steapizza,
and
cheese,
room steak, melted
pastrami heroes. And don't forget our
tossed salads and colds plates. Sandwiches of heroic proportions! Bring
your I.D.
V2

k,

we also offer custom printed

t-sh- irts.

We print whatever words you want on a
at a most reasonable price.
With our personalized rolling paper
you may have your name or any wording
stamped in gold on colored rolling paper
packs.
,
using a photo,
Design your own
drawing, album cover, or, whatever you
wish and we can reproduce it in color on
for you.
a
stamp for full details on
Send a
everything.
COSMIC RAINBOW
167 West 21st Street
t-s- hirt

t-s- hirt

t-s- hirt

13-ce- nt

New York, NY 10011

Sales

Rep-ma- le

student-reliabl-

e.

or female
We seek a

permanent representative on
campus. Sell the world's finski
est ' hand-knittIn
d
cap.
official school colors, or any
other choice of colors. 23
different designs. 118 colors
and yams. 15 commission.
Sorry, only one rep per campus. Sell fraternities, sororities, alumni assoc., local
stores, athletic groups, etc.
Write to: Samarkand to
cap-wat-

ed

ch

Hand-knitte-

Katmandu, Inc. 9023 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90035.

Septemtr
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I

Sports

-

Report

I -

"

-- i-

by Joel Lazar and
-

Chariene Daugstrup

As sports editors of VOICE
we thought it might be interesting to make a comparison

t

between different sports prac-ticof both men and women.
The purpose of this is not to
show thai one is better than
the other but rather to bring
out certain facts about the
training of each sport covered
in this article.
Women's swimming practices average abojjt 2,100
yards per night. In comparison to the men's swimming
who start out with 4,000 yards
per night. Both swimming
coaches stated that the distances increase as the season
progresses.
es
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Key Akintunde leads Wooster in practice, against Calvin.

typical football workout
consists of fifteen minutes of
specialties. From
there they move on to the
calistenics. Eventually they
move on to group and then
team practice. The practice
usually ends with some sort
of running.
Girls Volleyball practices
usually consist of eight to ten
laps in the beginning. Then
ftKAir nenallu
irk nn to rininn
uinri snrints. And then more
running laps. During the practice they work on individual,
skills and finish oft by run-ning.
We realize that only a few
sports have been covered in
this article. But it is our
intention to cover every sport
"eventually
.
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SERVICE
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TAKES YOU
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Refrigerators
Buy or Rent
No Deposit - Stop in

for details.

264-410-

0

Our shopper's special as
done by Dexter in lively,
lovely leather. Pretty,
comfortable, and made
to bounce all ov r town
with never i second's

.

AMY...22

:--

Special Prices
on all Integrated Amps,
and Tuners in Stock
ADVENT

TEAC

letdown. Now that's
what we call
DEXTERiTY.

DUAL

Mill Tj
College Hills Shopping Center
Next to the Hospital

KAREN

Amster Shoes

1
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Football From The stands: An
football spectators
really do know the players
without a scorecard or
Howard, Frank, and Dandy
Don. Most of us must rely on
our own eyes, good seats, and
a limited knowledge of signals
and plays to attempt to understand the game.
As we were unable to send a
sportswriter to Buffalo to
cover the Wooster-Canisiu- s
game, we asked an average
spectator to write her ongoing
impressions of one game. The
following are her notes:
Very few

by Gaye L. Hanke

Canisius kicked off to
Wooster. Wooster returned to
their 34. Fumble on 4th. down
and Canisius has ball. 61'
seconds into game. Canisius
punted to us1 minute 22
seconds into game. Wooster

on own 9. .14. .42.. 2 & 10..
loss on handoff from No. 10..
3 & 14... 4 & 14.. punt.. Flag
on play against C...1 & 15C,,.
2 & 8.. 3&8.. 4 & 16 C...
1 & 10 on 41... 2 & 6
punt
W... pass incomplete 3&6...
4&6..punt.. 31 C...2 &5 C 37
yardline... 1 & 10 C Stevenson made stop on 40. Pass
intercepted by 48. 1 &10 W
on 50 yardline ten and half

Football
15-1-

emphasize the passing game,
second year coach Don
has decided to get back
to basics. This year's team
will be centered around the
ground game and playing with'
hardnosed defense.
Hun-sing- er

Good Depth
Coach Hunsinger hopes to
have fairly good depth by
giving several talented freshman a chance to show their
abilities, and keep the- veterans on their toes. The new
ground game will use all four
backs out of the
giving a diversified running attack.
A very competant
Dave
Pandilidis should be at the
-

l-for-

ma-tion,

quarterback position this
year, but Tandy" has had a
tussle with injuries over the

past few years. At the back up
position will be junior John
Cooper.
Dan Gerhart has the tailback position, with Richard
Smith and Jim Powers at fullback. Tom Grippa, the Scot's
leading rusher, will be at slot-bac- k
Hick Schutte is a standout
a I liy i ciiu( cm iu wiiui.i I ioaj,
a senior, will be at split end.
Junior Pete Moore has some
experience and will probably
see a lot of action this year.
1

by McGaw??...

3

&

10

C.

with 944 on
clock... 1 & 9 Wooster....
Touchdown!!!! 939 on clock.
WOOSTER 6 CANISIUS 0... 3
& 4 C on C38... 1 & 10 on 50..
2 & 7 McGaw made tackle.. 3
& 10... 4 & 10 C...700 on
clock. .. punt caught by
24.... 1 & 10.. 2 & 9..Raining
now with 610 on clock... 4 &1
W .. punted 1 & 10 C on C34...
456 on clock... 2 & 12... 3 &
8..on 35.. 4 & 8THIRD
QUARTER.. 1314 on clock..
3rd when ball was intercepted

Intercepted

Outlook-19-

The College of Wooster
Fighting Scots have already
equaled their season record of
wins last year with their recent
4
win over Canisius College, and it look's like a promising year for the Scot's.
After last year's attempt to

1

.

minutes into game. 2 & 7..
pass intended for 33 slipped
out of his hands.. 3 & 7
W... handoff to 6 pushed
back 4 &7.. punt. .3:23 on clock
..... Canisius has ball on own
20 yardline. Stand filled for
both sides... 2 & 10..3&5 C
...Wooster has ball on 27... 2
& 8... 3 & 4. Penalty marker
down .. penalty against C... 1
&10W..2&9... 3&2.. Start of
the second quarter.. 4 & 2 W
..punt. .Fumble by C, and ball
grabbed by Wooster 1 & 10 on
the 30 yardline of Canisius.
1356 on clock. 3 & 7 pass inc.
Penalty on C... 1 & goal on 7
yardline.. .2 & 7 ... 3 &
5.. ..Quarterback sacked (10)
.. 4 & 25. Punt.. .Landed at
foot of goalposts right in
center.. .10:47 on clock. .. 2 &
10 C on 20... Pass broken up

76

Average Fans View

by 64 in Canisius territory...
1110 on clock... 1 & 10 on 40
yardline of Canisius... 1 & 10
C on W46... 2 & 8.... 1 & 10...
on W 32. Ball carrier brought
down by (??shows??)... 2 & 7
C ..Penalty on Wooster 1 &
goal C on Wooster 6. .. 854 on
clock.. 2 & 4 C. Brought
down by Maxwell?? 3 & 3 C...
TOUCHDOWN CANISIUS..
734 on clock into the third

quarter... Kick is good and
7 to
Canisius
6... Kickoff caught by 19 and
advanced to the 32 W yardline
... 1 & 10 on W 42.. 2 & 8.. 3 &
9 W... 4 & 6.. 527 on clock.
Beautiful kick by Wooster... 1
& 10 C on C8... 1 & 10... 2
&10...3 & 10.. brought down
by Stevenson.. 4 & 4 ..punted
.. 48 Wooster 'yardline 1 & 10
W... 48 Canisius yardline. II 2
&6W Handoff to 6 ran to 13
yardline of Canisius.. 233 on
clock.. IT was a brilliant save
by 6 1 & 10.. 2 & 2.. 4 & 1
leads-Wooste-

--

.

r

TIMEOUT WOOSTER 043 on

Clock... Measure taken and
it's a 1st & 10.. 1 & 4.. 2 &
QUARTER
1FOURTH
1500 on clock 3 & 2 ... 4 & 3..
punt 1347 on clock. Punt is
good and Wooster leads.
WOOSTER 9 CANISIUS 7... 1
& 10 C on 37 yardline.. 2 & 4..
3 & 1 C. South?? made the
stop... 1 & 10 C on 50
vardline.. 2 & 6 C. 1 & 10 C on

W29...2&4C.3&3C... 1
10 C... on W 18..

&

Injured

Canisius player on field., leg
injury .. helped off field.. .857
on clock... 1 & goal C after

pass

3 TOUCHDOWN
CANISIUS 825 on clock...
9
Score 13 Canisius
Wooster.. good kick and
score 14 9.. 19 caught kick-o- ff
and slipped on 34 Wooster
Yardline. 1 & 10 W ... 2 & 7 ...
3 & 6... 4 & 6... Kick 33
1

&

7.. 4 & 5W ... 034 on clock...
10C. on C 33 yardline...
57 Wooster almost succeeded in intercepting but just
&

1 &

blocked

pass from

OUT AND.. WOOSTER

Canisius yardline.. .658 on

C

clock ...1 & 10 C... 1 & 10
46 C yardline.. .2 & 9.. Pass

incomplete.. 3 & 9.. pass incomplete.. 4 & 9.. kick offsides at 22.., 1 & 10 W on W
27... 549 on clock... penalty
called on C and 1 & 5 W...
pass incomplete... 2 & 5W... 1
& 10 W on W 43... 10 pass off
to 6 carried.. 2 & 6... pass
complete ..caught by 19.. 1 &
10411 on clock. Carried by
Wooster right up middle on a
fake...1 & 10.. 2 & 4..on 22.. .3
& 4.. Pass complete with 234
on Clock and it's a TOUCHDOWN

FOR

WOOSTER....

Canisius 14...
Wooster 15
Wooster tried for two... didn't
make it.. 1 & 10 C. on C26
yardline.. 2 & 9 C.Wooster
spirits high... 57 Wooster
yardline and pass blocked ... 3
&

9 C INTERCEPTION

BY

DINO'S
DRIVE -- THRU
Pizza

Beer -- Wine
Champagne
262-044-

4

41

Wooster.. 130 on Clock.. 1 &
10 on 35 C yardline.. 2 & 8.. 3

Right at tha foot of Basil.

Pete Moore Returns
At linebacker fighting for
positions are Sam Stump,
Tony Ciriegio, Dale Sheehan
and Kurt Schibler on the inside. The two outside spots
will be divided by Bill Magaw,

Jim Gantzer and Jim Stephenson.
Stu Sheard, Mark Seker,
Felix Berry and Perry Hoskins
are all solid players fighting
for three spots in the second-

well-prepar-

ed

I

.

I

.

11:00 to 11:00

phone:

C

I

HAS

CONQUERED CANISIUS.

Senior Tim Price and Bill
Gantzer are strong at offensive guard with Russ Harpring
and Rich Sulzer adding experience at tackle. Ron Foesch
seems to have the center
position wrapped up.
A defense which yielded
nearly twenty-fiv- e
points and
370 yards a game will be using
a four-ma- n
line, four linebackers, two cornerbacks and
a single safety.
Lettermen Eric Showes,
Craig Karpinski and Rob
McCoy will be at the end
spots, with Gary Maxwell at
one of the tackles. The other
post is undecided at press
time.

ary.
Ace punter Pete Moore returns after breaking most
Wooster records last year.
on
Kevin Lynch was 100
PATs last year.
The Scot's seem to be a
team .with, a
spirit of optimism towards the
coming season. We wish
them the best of luck on their
way for a successful campain.

being

caught by C....2 & 10 C. 018
on clock... with two seconds
left on dock...TIME HAS RUN

Records - Waterbeds - Smoking Accessories
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